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Abstract: Edge computing offloads the data processing capacity to the user side, provides flexible and
efficient computing services for the development of smart city, and brings many security challenges.
Aiming at the problems of fuzzy boundary security protection and dynamic identity authentication in
the edge computing environment in smart city, the zero trust architecture based on blockchain is studied,
and a digital identity model and dynamic authentication scheme of edge computing nodes based on
distributed ledger are proposed. Firstly, a digital identity model of two-way authentication between
edge computing node and sensing terminal is established to realize fine-grained authorization and
access control in edge computing. Secondly, based on the identity data and behavior log bookkeeping
on the chain, the quantification of trust value, trust transmission and update are realized, and the
traceability of security events is improved. Finally, based on the improved RAFT consensus algorithm,
the multi-party consensus and consistency accounting in the authentication process are realized.
Simulation results show that this scheme can meet the requirements of zero trust verification in edge
computing environment, and has good efficiency and robustness.
Keywords: blockchain; Internet of things; zero trust; edge computing; secret sharing; consensus
algorithm
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1.

Introduction

Edge computing is an important form of computing in smart cities [1]. With the rapid development
of 5G, chip technology and high-performance intelligent IoT terminals, the computing resources of
traditional cloud computing center gradually sink to the sensing layer. In terms of system architecture,
the new generation of information technology represented by cloud computing, micro services, big
data and AI has significantly changed the IT infrastructure. In the aspect of information processing
mode, the wide application of new algorithms such as image-based computing [2], collaborative
trajectory [3] and machine learning [4–6] puts forward higher requirements for the security, reliability
and effectiveness of information infrastructure [7].
Edge computing unloading the computing power of the cloud center to the user side for data
processing, it can alleviate the pressure of the centralized server on multi service concurrency and
network bandwidth, and realize flexible and efficient information processing [8]. However, this
distributed and open computing structure makes the system have no clear security boundary, resulting
in common forms of network attacks, such as physical hijacking, node replication, signal interception,
steeling and replaying, man-in-the-middle attack, which are easier to implement and more harmful in
the current networking environment [9]. In order to meet these security challenges, it is urgent to study
the effective security protection strategy in line with distributed access and dynamic authorization.
Traditional security protection of IT system is mostly the boundary security protection. Different
security policies are adopted according to the network location of nodes and resources. This scheme
divides the system into different security zones, such as intranet, extranet, VPN, DMZ and so on.
Within the security zone, loose security policies are adopted, while outside the security zone, strict
security policies are adopted. The security equipment is deployed on the boundary of the security zone
and is responsible for the security protection of the security zone. Due to the changes of node scale
and access mode in smart city edge computing, the boundary of the security zone is becoming less and
less obvious. Because of the lack of awareness and interaction of internal/external security situation,
the security protection effect is less ideal.
In view of the above problems of edge computing, people put forward the new concept of zero
trust security [10]. The concept of zero trust security breaks the default binding relationship between
trust relationship and network location. It is a resource authorization strategy suitable for fuzzy security
boundary. It sets dynamic access permissions through user digital identity, and dynamically monitors,
real-time evaluates and fine-grained authorizes the resource access process, so that the business trust
chain of the edge computing is linked, it realizes stronger dynamic protection ability and higher
security credibility.
The principle of zero trust is “never trust, always verify”, that is, no matter where in the network,
before accessing, all subjects must be authenticated and authorized [11]. Through dynamic permission
management and careful resource exposure, the attacked surface of the system can be reduced [12].
The key point of the zero trust architecture is identity centered fine-grained adaptive access control.
Therefore, the realization of zero trust mechanism depends on the establishment of an effective identity
management system to realize the comprehensive, dynamic and intelligent access control of people,
devices, IoT systems and applications in edge computing.
However, for the most common IoT system in smart city edge computing, due to the low
processing capacity and battery life of the terminal, it is unable to achieve complex authentication
function, and the terminal in the system involves a variety of devices, so it is difficult to choose a
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unified attribute as the ID [13]. Therefore, in the process of the implementation of the edge computing
system, the concept of zero trust lacks the necessary technical means, and there are little practical zero
trust research results for the edge computing.
In order to realize the zero trust mechanism in the edge computing system, we need to solve
several critical problems: 1) terminal digital identity; 2) fine-grained authorization, especially
according to the behavior portrait of the edge computing terminals; 3) real-time dynamic evaluation of
trust value; 4) the reference index of authorization granularity. Blockchain technology is a kind of
distributed ledger technology, which realizes the tamper proof property of data through collective
bookkeeping. Also, the blockchain has the function of trust value transfer, which provides technical
support for digital identity description and trust chain association of edge computing [14].
Based on the blockchain technology, this paper studies the implementation method of zero trust
strategy in the edge computing. Based on the proposed terminal identity specification and distributed
authentication algorithm on the block chain, we provides a solution for the security protection of edge
computing in smart city. The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2 is the basic principle
and existing research review of blockchain and zero trust; section 3 is the architecture of zero trust
based on blockchain, as well as the key technology and theoretical research; section 4 is the feasibility
of the scheme through simulation experiments.
2.

Related works

In order to deal with the shortcomings of traditional border security protection strategies in the
increasingly expanding access environment, people began to study the security strategy of fuzzy
boundary [15]. In 2004, Jericho forum [16] proposed an implicit trust method not limited to the
network location. This user driven security strategy does not distinguish the users of internal and
external networks, any user accessing a specific resource needs to authenticate and authorize to support
the agility requirements of security business.
At the application level, zero trust model establish an end-to-end minimum granularity
authorization mechanism between the access subject and the object, in order to improve the
implementation difficulty of internal and external attacks, identity fraud and other attacks, and improve
the defense response and reaction ability of the system. In 2007, Microsoft anywhere access security
technology replaced traditional firewall [17], VPN and other border security facilities, which made
employees and users of the company have access to the intranet resources safely in the Internet
environment [18]. CSA (Cloud Security Alliance) proposed a zero trust implementation using
Software-Defined Perimeter, which only allows access through authentication authorization, so as to
ensure dynamic customization of boundary security [19]. In SDP model, sensitive data such as service
address and port are hidden in the network, and only visible to authorized users. Before accessing
services, controller performs verification and authorization to users and devices, and users only obtain
the minimum access point permissions. In 2014, Google implemented a zero trust architecture, called
BeyondCorp [20]. By establishing a trusted chain of continuous authentication, Google associated the
security relations among users, devices and applications, thus unloading the original security policy
on the border to local devices and users. In 2019, NIST released the draft of zero trust architecture,
which officially released in 2020 and the concept, architecture, components and scenarios of zero trust
are introduced [21].
From the existing implementation mechanism, the basic idea of the zero trust model is no longer
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distinguishes between the internal and the external network. The system does not automatically trust
any device or person in the internal or external, and verifies any device or person trying to access
before authorization. Also, reconstructs the trust basis of access control based on authentication and
authorization. Chen et al. [12] researched four key dimensions (i.e. subject, object, behavior and
environment) and constructs trustable dynamic access control models, which characterized by security
situational awareness, continuous identity authentication, analysis of access behavior, and fine-grained
access control. Patil et al. [22] proposed a PoW and PoE based consensus algorithm of blockchain,
which satisfy zero trust strategy. In the consensus algorithm, there is an automated mechanism for
verification without central authority, and allow data owners to have confidence in the system. Sohaib
A. Latif et al. [23] discussed the wide deployment of IoT suffers energy efficiency and security issues
and exploits the potential benefits of a blockchain system and integrates it with SDN, which provides
research ideas based on blockchain security mechanism.
In present zero trust model, the system needs to verify and protect all sources, restrict and strictly
enforce access control, check and record all network traffic logs, in order to achieve borderless security
and credibility. However, most of the existing zero trust implementation schemes are based on the
traditional data management method based on database, which has the disadvantages of data
centralized storage. In the case of large-scale concurrency, there are problems of data consistency and
single point failure, it is difficult to synchronize in real time and dynamically update the whole network,
and the trust transmission efficiency is low.
In general, the architecture of zero trust horizontally divided into three parts: User, Business agent
and resource, and vertically divided into Control Level and Data Level. As shown in Figure 1.

Zero Trust
Controller

User

Business
angent

Contol level
resource
Data level

Data and logs

Figure 1. Zero trust reference architecture.
Zero trust controller is the core component of the system, which is responsible for initiating
authorization and decision-making of access to fuzzy boundary, and carrying out user authentication,
permission, trust evaluation, etc. Among them, the evaluation is based on the multi-dimensional [12]
user digital identity and credit evaluation system existing in the security library and log set. The
business agent, also called zero trust gateway, is responsible for the error free execution of policies,
which is a two-way process. One is to collect access information, implement security policies,
intercept or release related traffic, the other is to format and store the current processing, and
calculate the credit value.
In our opinion, one of the essential differences between zero trust architecture and traditional
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architecture is the dynamic association of identity and authority, especially according to the log to
analyze the historical behavior, calculate the trust value, and provide the basis for the adjustment of
access rights. However, the common zero trust solutions use centralized storage of trust information,
which has the disadvantages of single point failure, easy tampering of information, low efficiency of
digital identity information collection and use. In view of this, this paper studies the zero trust strategy
based on blockchain in the edge computing of smart city. By storing the digital identity information of
users and terminals on the chain, the real-time update of the trust chain and the effective transmission
of trust information are realized, and the distributed dynamic authorization access of the security
system resources of the edge computing agents and terminals are supported.
3.

Zero trust mechanism

3.1. System architecture
Common edge computing architecture includes perception layer, edge layer, application layer and
other components. In operation, the terminal interacts with the application layer through the edge server,
carries out access authentication, and obtains resource access rights. Due to the large number of
terminals and wide deployment range, it is difficult to guarantee their credibility. The zero trust
architecture based on block chain can realize the trusted access and controllable resource access of IoT
terminals. The architecture is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. System architecture.
The edge server is responsible for managing the digital identity generation, public key
authentication and private key update of the terminals under its jurisdiction. When the terminal needs
to access the resources, it submits the access request to the edge server. The edge server check whether
the user has register and then packages the request and submits it to the blockchain for processing
through the intelligent contract. At the same time, for the operation of the blockchain, the smart
contract on the zero trust controller is activated. According to the information recorded in the
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blockchain ledger, the zero trust controller evaluates the trust value of the request, generates a dynamic
access control policy, and sends it to the edge server for execution. The dependent edge servers form
a group to run a distributed interactive authentication consensus algorithm, and generate the
authentication result of the request event. This event forms a transaction of blockchain and aware to
other peers. Then, the edge server starts the corresponding resource access rights. The specific process
is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Access request processing flow.
In each subsequent access, the edge server intercepts the access of the terminal and the credential
verification is triggered. Only the access conforming to the access control policy will be released,
otherwise it will be intercepted. The released and intercepted access records are retained to update the
data on the trust chain and provide credentials for subsequent access.
3.2. Digital identity model
Digital identity is the key component of zero trust. The zero trust controller calculates the trust
value through dynamic query and real-time update of terminal digital identity to provide the basis for
authority setting. Because the edge computing terminals are mostly deployed in unattended
environment, they are easy to be illegally intruded and controlled, so the identification is particularly
important. This research adopts dynamic distributed identity mechanism, uses blockchain distributed
ledger to store node identity information and behavior information, forms a network wide consensus
and tamper-resistant multi-dimensional identity and authority information portrait, and forms edge
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computing terminal trust chain. The zero trust controller dynamically evaluates the terminal according
to the trust chain, and finally obtains the zero trust access policy.
3.2.1.

Data structure

The digital identity based on blockchain structure, which consists of static attributes (S), dynamic
attributes (D), evaluation attributes (E) and related smart contract pointers (P). All the attributes are
organized by hash tree in block.
Among them, static attributes are fixed attribute information such as device serial number, MAC
address, public key, installation time, installation longitude and latitude;
Dynamic attributes include updatable key, authority, authorization level and other variable
attribute information of user terminal corresponding to zero trust policy;
The evaluation attribute includes a set of evaluation indicators , including the credit value of
the historical access records of the terminal or user, and the parameter data that can be used for trust
chain transmission;
Smart contract pointer is used to store smart contracts such as distributed digital identity digital
signature, online storage, retrieval, and trust chain transfer. The data structure can be shown as follows:
DID : S : D : E : P  where,
 S : uuID || MAC || pub  Key || T || (loc  x, loc  y ) || hash 
 D : Updatable key || authority || level 
 E : {indicators : values}||{records : trust _ values} 
 P : {address || function}||{ parameters} 

In order to ensure the identity consistency and tamper-resistant and facilitate query and
verification, the digital identity of the terminal is stored in block form, as shown in Figure 4:
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Figure 4. Block data structure diagram.
There are two types of blocks in the zero trust system of the edge computing based on block
chain, one is the digital identity block (shown in left of Figure 4), the other is the access record
block(shown in right of Figure 4). The two blocks exist in the blockchain at the same time and have
different functions. That is, the digital identity block mainly records the identity attributes of the user
terminal, and the access record block mainly stores the business behavior of the user terminal. In
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order to distinguish different types of block nodes and the version of each block, the block type,
node version and other information are stored in the random number segment of all blocks, which is
calculated as follows:

Random _ number  Hash( node _ type || nonce || version || timestamp )

(1)

In the digital identity block, each block stores the identity attributes of the user terminal, which
are organized by the hash process of the binary Merkel tree, that is:

MerkelRoot  Hash( SDEP)
 Hash( Hash( SD) Hash( EP))

(2)

 Hash( Hash( S ) Hash( D) Hash( E ) Hash( P))
In this way, the digital identity of each user terminal has the characteristics of non-tampering,
non-repudiation and traceability. The life cycle of a user's digital identity is defined according to its
dynamic attributes. When the dynamic attributes of the terminal change, such as node key update and
authority upgrade, the block representing the user's digital identity needs to be updated to generate a
new block, so the node's digital identity is updated to adapt to the new access rights. The change of
terminal dynamic attributes is dynamically adjusted by the zero trust controller according to the
security policy. Its calculation basis and calculation results will depend on the information stored in
the block ledger.
In the access record block, the leaf node of binary Merkel tree stores the information contained
in each access record, including identity index, access point, access time, access resource number, etc.,
which is also organized in hash process. It can be seen that the two types of nodes have the same data
structure foundation, although their contents and functions are different. In this way, the compatibility
and validity of the smart contract can be guaranteed, so that the identity information and access record
information are stored in the same account book, which is conducive to the security control of the zero
trust controller.
3.2.2.

Life cycle

The life cycle of digital identity of user terminal includes four processes: creation, use, update
and cancellation. It means that the status of each block is recorded in the random digital segment at the
head of the block, and can be easily queried and verified. Since digital identity is updated in
chronological order, reverse retrieval is adopted to obtain the identity and permissions of the latest
version during query. The previous version is only used as access records and audit.
The digital identity creation process of user terminal includes the following steps: firstly, the
edge server registers the terminal, packages the initial identity information, key pair, default
permission and other attributes of the terminal, and forms the data format that can be processed by
the blockchain; Secondly, the consensus algorithm of fixed sorting nodes is used for accounting. The
process of blockchain P2P network broadcast also declares the initial access rights of the terminal.
At the same time, users can show their digital identity in the process of resource access through the
logic in the contract.
According to the access rights information in digital identity, the terminal can show its digital
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identity to the verifier. The voucher presented by the user is a temporary voucher generated by the
calculation of digital identity and time stamp through single function calculation. On the one hand,
the voucher can be submitted to the blockchain system for verification. On the other hand, the
verification intelligent contract in the blockchain system can easily complete the verification of the
voucher. On the other hand, the voucher is active in a short time, and will not disclose any
information of the terminal during the time. The presentation process and basic verification rules of
digital identity are as follows:
Step 1: the declarant and verifier determine a random number r as the security parameter of
generating the temporary voucher;
Step 2: the declarant forms a temporary certificate use r :

certificate  Hash( SDEP || r )

(3)

Presents it to the verifier;
Step 3: the verifier calls the intelligent contract to retrieve the latest version of the digital
information

on

the

blockchain.

Calculate:

verification  Hash( MerkelRoot || r )

.

If

certificate  verification , then, the declarant shows the legal digital identity.
In the zero trust environment, the digital identity of the terminal is dynamically updated, because
other attributes in digital identity, except static attributes, change with time. Considering the
availability of the system, it is not necessary to trigger the identity update for each attribute change. In
the proposed scheme, the update of digital identity can be divided into two cases: regular triggering
and event triggering. When the effective time of identity set by zero trust controller arrives, the digital
identity of terminal needs to be updated. The intelligent contract is triggered by timer, and data
packaging is carried out according to the current attribute state of terminal, forming block and broadcast
chain. When events specified by zero trust policy occur, such as terminal access exceeding authority, it
needs to be degraded, and intelligent contract will trigger to update the digital identity of users.
If the terminal is scrapped or dismantled, the digital identity of the terminal needs to be revoked,
and the revocation process is also processed by the corresponding smart contract. Because the data on
the blockchain cannot be deleted, the revocation of the digital identity is performed by chaining a
declaration block of digital identity revocation on the sorting node, and its annotation information is
stored in the field of the block header. Because the retrieval is performed in reverse order and the
revocation declaration block is the latest identity version of the terminal, the system can easily confirm
the revocation information of the terminal and withdraw the assigned permissions.
3.3. Authentication model
The zero trust authentication model based on blockchain in the edge computing is shown in
Figure 5. As can be seen from the figure, the authentication process includes the process of digital
identity formation and credit transmission, all of which are stored in the blockchain ledger. After the
terminal's initial digital identity is stored on the blockchain system, with its behavior records in the
process of accessing resources, a traceable credit record is formed on the blockchain, and a fine-grained
access voucher for specific resources is formed through smart contracts.
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Figure 5. Digital identity authentication model.
In the specific implementation process, the digital identity generated according to the terminal
attributes is stored in the smart contract chain. The zero trust controller also monitors the creation, use
and cancellation of digital identity through a set of smart contracts. In particular, according to the zero
trust policy, it is necessary to judge the access behavior of the terminal at any time, such as access point,
access resource number, etc., quantify the trust value of the terminal in real time through the trust chain
calculation, and call the smart contract to execute the digital identity update policy on demand.
In the edge computing system, according to the digital identity information of the user terminal,
it is convenient to generate the credentials of resource access. Assuming that there are resource 1,
resource 2 and resource 3 in the system, the zero trust controller obtains the following access
credentials by binding the number information of the resource with the digital identity, which are:

certificate1  E ( DID, resource1, ap1, timestamp)

(4)

certificate2  E ( DID, resource2, ap 2, timestamp)

(5)

certificate3  E ( DID, resource3, ap3, timestamp )

(6)

where E (·) is the encryption algorithm selected by the zero trust controller. These credentials can
access the specified resources within the scope of authorization.
The terminal with access credentials can access the required resources, and it needs to be verified
by the zero trust authentication agent before each time it shows its digital identity to access the
resources. As the digital identity is stored in the blockchain distributed ledger, the verifier can be easily
realized through the smart contract. The specific process is as follows: the authenticator encrypts the
digital identity, resource number, access point and access time with the digital identity, traverses the
blockchain information through the smart contract, and compares with the query results to obtain the
authentication results. Through the event of authentication and successful access, the smart contract
will generate an access record block for recording, and the terminal will not be able to deny its access
fact and the used credential information.
The trust value can be calculated by authentication record. The terminal has initial permission and
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trust value during initialization. When the access content is different from the permission, the trust
value will change, that is, if the access is beyond the authority, the trust value will decrease; If the
access is authorized, the credit value changes to 0; If you don't use the permission within the
authorization time, the credit value decreases with time. If you keep the set usage frequency, the
credit value remains unchanged. The above credit value calculation logic is encapsulated in the
blockchain system in the form of smart contract and automatically executed and updated to the node's
digital identity.
The security characteristic of edge computing is that the local credibility is greater than the global
credibility. In order to improve the processing efficiency of the zero trust system, for authentication
request of single terminal, the authentication method forms the authentication group through the group
with short network distance and conducts distributed authentication.
Suppose the edge computing system consists of m edge servers, which are recorded as

E1 , E2 ,, Em . Each edge server manages a terminal group, which are direct connect to the server,
denoted by Ti ( k ) . It is assumed that the trust between terminal group and edge server is higher than
that between edge server and cloud. Since the results of the authentication process need to be linked
for verification, the authentication process is deeply bound with the consensus process. The
authentication consensus group is composed of direct connected edge server, neighbor edge agent and
nodes with the same network location as the authenticated nodes.
The consensus algorithm with authentication adopts the improved RAFT protocol, in which the
leader is only selected from the edge servers. In the election, the direct edge server and the neighbor
edge servers rotate in equal proportion.
The specific steps of distributed authentication are as follows:
In the initialization phase, the key management center selects the master key s , and distributes
the public key and private key pairs  P  Hash( ID ), D  sP  to each edge server based on IBE
i
i
i
i
algorithm. Where IDi is the digital identity of Ei , which is given by the edge computing system.
Step 1: Create an authentication group with N nodes, an edge IoT agent is selected as the initial
leader node by RAFT algorithm, i.e. El0 ,1  l0  m , which is also the initiator of distributed

authentication.
Step 2: El0 encrypt the certificate information of the terminal by private key Di , we have:
U  EnDi (certificate)  EnDi ( Hash( SDEP || r ))  Hash( SDEP || r )  Hash( g ID r )

(7)

where, EnDi is the encrypt function of IBE with the private key Di , g ID  eˆ( Di , sP) , and P is the
generator of additive group (G,+).
Step 3: El0 uses Lagrange interpolation function to decompose U into w parts, w is the number
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of qualified leader nodes in the authentication group, which is generally the edge servers with sufficient
computing resources. The decomposition method is as follows:
(i)

Select

the

coefficient

vector

of

w-dimensional

interpolation

polynomial

{a j | a j  G* ; j  1, 2,, w 1; aw1  0,1  w  N} , construct the interpolation polynomial:
w 1

w 1

j 1

j 1

F ( x)  U   a j x j =Hash( SDEP || r )  Hash( g ID r )   a j x j

(8)

(ii) Calculate the share of each node in the authentication group:
w1

F (i)  U   a j i j , 1  i  N ;

(9)

j 1

The initial leader broadcasts F (i ) through heartbeat information, and the broadcast information
is encrypted by the public key of each member (in the consensus authentication group), so that each
node can only open its own key share.
Step 4: Distributed authentication stage, the authentication group implements the distributed
authentication consensus based on raft for the authentication requests of nodes. In raft consensus
algorithm, the status of each node can be leader, candidate and follower, and El0 in initial state. In
distributed validation consensus algorithm, there are the following stages:
(i) The leader election stage
The first leader El0 completes the shadow key distribution during his term of office, and then
exits the leader state by stopping sending heartbeat information. When other nodes except El0 do not
receive El0 heartbeat information, they change from following to candidate. This process is generated
by competition. Assuming that the current candidate is Elx , Elx initiates a vote and requires other
nodes to submit the distributed authentication results of the admission request node. If a node agrees
to the authentication request, it sends the secret share information encrypted with Elx 's public key to
the candidate.
(ii) Log replication phase
When the candidate Elx obtains more than the threshold value of w key shares, it decrypts the
encrypted information with its own private key, and becomes a new leader with one term of accounting
authority. Other nodes become followers, and the system enters the log replication stage. In this stage,
Elx calculates the encrypted request data by Lagrange interpolation:
w

U   F (i )
j 1



1 l  w ,l  j

xl
xl  x j

(10)

The above results are verified by smart contract. After passing the verification, the access
information is packaged to form a new block and account, and the account book is broadcast to all nodes.
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4.

Simulation analysis

In order to study the feasibility of the proposed scheme, we build the edge computing zero trust
simulation system based on the alliance blockchain. The system environment includes a cloud service,
a zero trust controller and four edge servers. Among them, the cloud service is deployed in the cloud
server, the zero trust controller and the edge servers are deployed in five servers running IoT business
and blockchain node programs. There are 12 user terminals. The simulation topology is shown in
Figure 6.
The server configured Intel i7-7700HQ CPU@2.80GHz, with 16GB DDR4 memory, and 512GB
SSD hard disk, the operating system is CentOS 7. The IoT terminals are running by raspberry pies,
which are 3B version and configured with BCM2837B0 SOC, which CPU integrates 4-core ARM
Cortex-A53 64-bit @1.4 GHz and 1 GB LPDDR2 SDRAM. The system configuration refers to the
software and hardware configuration of the mainstream cloud edge IoT system in the smart city in
terms of system resources and hardware performance, so it is representative.

Cloud service of IoT

Switch
Zero trust
Controller

Edge agemt
server

User terminals

Edge agemt
server

User terminals

Edge agemt
server

User terminals

Edge agemt
server

User terminals

Figure 6. Simulation topology.

The digital identity of the terminal is the basis for the controller to assign access rights in the zero
trust environment. In this scheme, the digital identities of all user terminals are stored in the form of
blockchain ledger, which has the functions of tamper proof, traceability, trusted exchange, and privacy
protection. The digital identity of terminal is updated at any time with the change of zero trust policy
and terminal access behavior, so its initialization process and update process are the process of
blockchain data on the chain, which correspond to the generation of new blocks.
Figure 7 shows the delay curve of digital identity generation and update in the experimental
environment. The experiment counts the delay required for 0–100 digital identities generation and
update. In the case of concurrency of the same order of magnitude, this scheme has advantages over
the existing scheme.
It should be noted that a terminal may issue multiple requests, and the value recorded in the
simulation is the number of requests, not the number of terminals. As a comparative analysis, we also
make statistics of the traditional IoT system using relational database to store user data, which denoted
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as “non DID shcme” in Figure 7. At the same time, we also compare and analyze Guo’s scheme [9]
when peer number is 10. It can be seen from the simulation results that the delay increases with the
increase of the number of requests. When the number of requests increases from 20 to 100, the delay
increases from 1000 to 11500 ms, but it is still in the acceptable range for the Internet of things systems
in smart city. From the comparison scheme, the scheme based on relational database to store identity
information has some advantages in delay, but this non digital identity scheme does not have the
advantages of distributed consensus and tamper proof of blockchain schemes. Compared with Guo’s
scheme, when the number of concurrent requests is less than 80, the proposed scheme has obvious
advantages, but when the number of concurrent requests continues to increase, the delay of Guo’s
scheme tends to increase linearly, and the delay increases due to more zero trust processing in the
proposed scheme.

Figure 7. Delay curve of digital identity generation and update.

Compared with the traditional system, the frequency of authentication process in zero trust system
increases greatly, which affects the overall time performance of the system. For the blockchain based
system studied in this paper, the time cost of authentication includes not only the latency caused by the
calculation of the algorithm itself, but also the cost of searching the digital identity information stored
in the blockchain ledger. During the simulation experiment, we counted the time cost of 100
verification requests, and the results are shown in Figure 8. As a comparison scheme, we remove the
mechanism of confirmation at any time in zero trust in the proposed scheme, and take the last
successful authentication as the reference basis for resource authorization.
It can be seen from the figure that the time cost of digital authentication is on the rise. When the
number of concurrency is less than 20 times, the time cost can be ignored. When the number of
concurrency exceeds 50, the delay increases greatly. This is because the increase in the number of
concurrency leads to frequent block chain ledger queries and the increase in hash operations per unit
time. In the comparison scheme, when the number of concurrency is less than 70, the delay of
authentication request is not much different from the proposed zero trust scheme, which belongs to the
same order of magnitude; When the number of concurrency exceeds 70, the system delay decreases
significantly due to the reduction of authentication complexity. To sum up, in absolute terms, the
increase in the number of concurrency leads to the increase in block chain ledger queries, the system
delay is still in the acceptable range, which has little impact on the system availability.
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Figure 8. Delay curve of digital identity authentication.

Figure 9. TPS curve of digital identity generation and update.

Figure 10. TPS curve in the process of zero trust verification.

TPS (transaction per second) is defined as the traffic that blockchain can process per second, and
it is an important index to evaluate the performance of blockchain system. In the simulation, we adopt
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a 300 minutes period of stress test strategy, through saturated service request to verify the throughput
of the system. Figures 9 and 10 are TPS values measured at each sampling point during the test time,
which generate updates and zero trust verification for digital identity respectively. The results show
that the TPS value of the system is stable, with the mean value of about 40. TPS measurement in this
simulation process is not only the performance of blockchain, but also the processing of cryptography
algorithm, especially the verification process. It is the whole process of terminal authentication from
initiation to authentication group confirmation, chain storage and interactive verification. Therefore,
although the number of TPS is lower than that of pure blockchain platform, it is fully qualified for the
authentication requirements of the traditional Internet of things zero trust system.
During the 300 minutes’ stress test, we also measured the consumption of basic resources of the
system. Among them, CPU and memory usage overhead data is shown in Figure 11. During the
simulation period, we sampled the system resource occupation. The feasibility study shows that the
load of system basic resources such as CPU and memory is relatively stable. The average CPU
occupation is about 65%, and the memory overhead is about 50%. It shows that the system runs stably.

Figure 11. System performance curve.

Figure 12. Network performance curve.
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For P2P network performance, during 300 minutes of test, the number of blockchain network
connections and network throughput are shown in Figure 12. From the simulation results, the data
packets of the system are stable at 4300 sockets, and the network throughput is 7.5 Mbps, indicating
that the network is running well.
In order to verify the impact of different modules in the proposed scheme on the system
performance, we experimentally study the performance comparison curves of the complete scheme
and the two simplified schemes. Simplification scheme 1, which called the basic block data structure,
simplifies the data structure of the block, and only store transaction information without classified
management. Simplified scheme 2 named computing offload scheme, which offloads the
authentication request of the terminal to the edge side, and only validates the authentication edge IoT
agent, that is, the terminal directly connected to the legitimate edge IoT agent is regarded as a trusted
terminal. The comparative experimental results are shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Experimental curve after changing scheme parameters.

It can be seen that the time cost of the scheme can be reduced to a certain extent through two
simplified schemes. Macroscopically, the performance of the calculation unloading scheme is better
than that of the basic data structure scheme, and the delay change curve is smooth, while the
performance of the basic data structure scheme is better than that of the complete scheme. In terms of
average delay, there is no significant difference in delay in 40 concurrent cases. However, in the case
of 0–100 concurrent requests, the average delay of the basic data structure can be reduced by 40%.
The simplified scheme based on computational offload further optimizes the average delay under the
same concurrency, which is 59% lower than that of the basic block scheme. Therefore, in the actual
implementation of the scheme, if the system is highly trusted, the scheme of simplifying the data
structure can be adopted; If there are many edge nodes, consider unloading more computing resources
to the edge side under the condition of meeting the security level.
The number of terminal nodes is also an important factor affecting the system performance. In
order to verify the scalability of the system, we analyze the system performance under different number
of terminal nodes through experiments. In the proposed scheme, the edge agent server, zero trust
controller and system resources are all used as peer nodes of the blockchain system, and the user
terminals are directly connected to the corresponding edge agent server. There is only one resource
peer node in the experimental setting, and 4, 8 and 16 peer nodes are set in the edge proxy server
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respectively (that is, the total number of peer nodes is 6, 10 and 18). Each edge proxy server can
connect 3, 4 and 5 terminals. The measured system delay is shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Authentication latency with different number of terminals and peers.
Table 1. Performance comparison of different schemes.
Scheme

System parameter

Network performance

Average
latency(ms)

CPU: 300 MHz
LSCCOA [8]

Network: LTE-A + fiber Wi-Fi
network

Throughput: 1166.2 bps

39592

Network load: 320 Kb

6000

Network load: 109 Kb

34000

Network load: 2080 b

245

Throughput: 7.5 Mbps

3000

Terminal number: 60–1200
CPU: 2.8 GHz
PBT [24]

Network: P2P network
Terminal number: 0–1200
CPU: 3.2 GHz

Literature [25]

Network: P2P network
Terminal number: 0–100

Literature [26]

Network: Fog Computing network +
P2P
CPU: 1.4 GHz

The proposed scheme

Network: P2P + Wi-Fi network
Terminal number: 0–100

It can be seen from the experimental results that with the increase of terminal nodes, the system
delay tends to increase, and the increase range is close to that of concurrent request experiment. This
is because each terminal has a unique digital identity, and there is no great difference between
concurrent request and concurrent terminal. Under the same node size, the more peers, the greater the
system delay. This is because the role of different peers is similar to that of authentication domain. The
more peers, the higher the system overhead required for mutual authentication, but this setting can
reduce the coupling degree of smart city edge computing system and improve the scalability and
compatibility of the system.
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The performance comparison between the proposed scheme and the existing edge computing scheme
under the same experimental conditions is analyzed below. The comparison results are shown in Table 1.
Compared with the existing schemes, the proposed scheme has certain advantages in network
performance and computing performance. Among them, LSCCOA scheme [8] is an edge computing
resource unloading scheme, which can optimize the edge side and terminal side resources through
resource unloading technology; PBT scheme [24], literature [25] scheme and literature [26] scheme
are all blockchain based schemes. The network environment adopted is P2P network. Since zero trust
mechanism is not adopted, literature [26] scheme has the best latency, which is 245 ms. The proposed
scheme fully considers the optimization of blockchain nodes and authentication process, and has the
optimal network throughput on the premise of ensuring the average delay.
5.

Conclusions

With the development of information and communication technologies such as 5G and Internet of
things, the access range of edge computing in smart city is further increased, and the types and functions
of intelligent terminals are becoming more and more complex. The traditional security protection means
based on network boundary are facing greater challenges in the new application mode and security
environment. The zero trust scheme based on the user’s digital identity can easily tracking, research and
judgment of terminal behavior, which can well deal with the security problems in the fuzzy security
boundary. Through fine-grained and minimized resource access authorization, the security performance
of edge computing is improved. Based on the block chain distributed ledger and consensus algorithm,
this paper proposes an effective zero trust authentication scheme suitable for edge computing. Through
the management of the whole life cycle of generation, update and verification of distributed digital
identity, combined with the improved RAFT consensus authentication protocol, this paper realizes the
zero trust control of real-time verification and dynamic authorization of terminal. Simulation results
show that the proposed scheme has good performance. In the further work, the scheme optimization for
specific hardware will be studied to further improve the availability of the system.
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